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1. Motivation

The absence of a stable and widely adopted software
citation system hampers the indexing, search, and acknowl-
edgement of software contributions to science. Meanwhile,
extracting relevant information about software used in re-
search from scholarly texts could facilitate the knowledge
representation of tools and procedures in research work-
flows. Text mining researchers have explored extracting
software entities from scientific literature, but these efforts
often are narrow in research domains and rely on simple
rule-based approaches or bootstrapping techniques [5], [8].
Particularly, gold standard datasets of software mentions in
research literature are rare and limited in scope [4], [6], [7],
[3].

2. Progress

Dataset. We have constructed a gold standard dataset
of software mentions in full-text research publications
in biomedicine and economics, to enable data-oriented
approaches for the recognition of software entities and
usages in multiple research domains. Thus far, our trained
annotation team has analyzed 5,553 research publications
drawn from PubMed Central (PMC) Open Access Subset
and Unpaywall Open Access dataset. Our first-round
annotation results include 5,210 mentions of software
entities along with 3,188 mentions of their attributes such
as software creator, version, access URL, and whether
the software was used in the described research. We are
in preparation of releasing them as an open dataset in
TEI/XML format, with software mentions presented in their
original paragraph context and the corresponding article
metadata. We hope this format could be immediately useful
for the entity extraction research community.

Implementation. For validating and exploiting the Soft-
cite dataset, we experimented with several Machine Learn-
ing approaches to sequence labeling, including linear CRF
and several Deep Learning architectures, namely BiLSTM-
CRF with Glove and ELmo embeddings, BERT fine-tuning
using the general domain BERT-base model (bert-base-en)
and BERT pre-trained on scientific texts (SciBERT), both
with a CRF activation layer. We present the performance

Figure 1. The evaluation results for all models are obtained using 10-fold
cross-validation

metrics of these models to demonstrate the usefulness of
our gold standard dataset as a training dataset in Figure 1.

These different models are used in a complete pipeline
for automatic extraction of software entities from research
literature, implemented as a GROBID [1] submodule. GRO-
BID is an open source Machine Learning library for extract-
ing, parsing, and restructuring scholarly publication docu-
ments originally in raw format such as PDF. The software
mention extraction1 directly applies on the structured repre-
sentation of documents produced by GROBID, with bibli-
ographical references of the extracted mentions parsed and
attached. The software entity candidates are disambiguated
in context against Wikidata using entity-fishing [2] to filter
out spurious non-software entities.

3. Applications and Future Directions

Knowledge Base Construction. The software mention
extraction is currently applied at scale to several millions
of open access research publications to populate a research
software knowledge base. Extracted software mentions, pos-
sibly associated to extracted bibliographical references, are
de-duplicated at entity and version level. The software en-
tities are further matched to Wikidata entities to enable
rich and interoperable linked knowledge representations.
With this KB, we expect to analyze software use patterns
in domain research practices, identify dependency risks in
scientific software infrastructure, and develop new software-
related services for researchers.

1 Available at https://github.com/ourresearch/software-mentions
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